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Humble no more
Parliamentary committees have shamed corporate giants and humbled Rupert 
Murdoch. With parliament having dissolved ahead of the election, Adam Smith 
reviews the performance of the Commons Science and Technology Committee.

‘Committees 
are no longer 
an obscure 
hobby; they 
are a career 
option.’

When the UK government set about dismantling the 
Forensic Science Service in 2010, the House of Commons 
Science and Technology Committee stood up for what it 
feared would be lost. First, it published reports express-
ing concern for the research underpinning forensic 
techniques and technologies. And in 2013, when the 
then minister for crime prevention and drug policy, 
Liberal Democrat MP Jeremy Browne, argued before the 
committee that the government did not need a plan for 
forensics while such services were farmed out to compa-
nies, it expressed concern for justice. 

In its 2013 report on forensics, the committee said 
Browne had been evasive and shown disregard for the 
committee, as if he had not understood that its job was 
to hold the government to account. Three months later, 
Browne was removed from his post. 

Browne’s experience before the committee, which 
was chaired over the five years of the parliament by 
Labour MP Andrew Miller, was not unique. In another 
committee, Labour MP Margaret Hodge embarrassed 
multinationals including Google over their tax affairs. 
Rupert Murdoch said he had the most humble day of 
his life in front of another. And the science committee 
had colourful exchanges with science ministers as well 
as with the government’s chief scientist Mark Walport, 
whose forthright and forceful style in front of the com-
mittee was “entertaining”, say members.

Select committees do have clout, says David Heath, a 
Liberal Democrat MP who rejoined the committee in 2013 
after an initial stint from 2003 to 2010 and a spell at the 
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs. “I 
know from inside government,” he says, “that when you 
know a committee is looking at something, it brings for-
ward decisions that you know you have to take.”

However, Miller wants the power of the committees 
to grow further, partly by having parlia-
ment set a fixed slot in the schedule for 
committee meetings. Committees have 
to find their own regular slots, and with 
up to 13 busy members this can be tricky. 
Reducing that number to 11 would be 
another forward step, says Miller, making 
elections to the committees more com-
petitive and helping to boost members’ 
status. “My endgame would be to give the 
select committees the power to initiate 

a bill,” he says. “There’s no constitutional reason why 
that shouldn’t be the case.”

Things have already begun to change, with a quiet 
revolution in the way committees are appointed. In 
2010, elections were held for the first time for both 
chairs and members. And characters such as Hodge have 
shown that committees are no longer an obscure hobby 
in parliament; they are a career option for the individual 
and a strong pillar to democracy.

The science committee has not grabbed many head-
lines, but Conservative member and astrology fan David 
Tredinnick has helped to attract some attention. The 
committee also stepped in when much-loved institutions 
such as the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew and the British 
Antarctic Survey were under threat, partly by bringing 
the issues to the attention of the media.

Committee members are supported by clerks and in-
house specialists, but they could not do their work without 
the expertise offered by academics. A great many of the 
1,916 written submissions to Miller’s committee and the 
668 witnesses it heard from were academics. Committee 
clerks say they have trouble convincing researchers to 
submit evidence to inquiries, but the situation is improv-
ing as the profiles of the committees grow. 

Indeed, there is growing evidence that select com-
mittees are a way of making an academic impact. An 
evaluation of the 2014 Research Excellence Framework 
found that the most frequent forms of impact cited were 
parliamentary scrutiny and informing government pol-
icy. A total of 265 case studies specifically mentioned 
select committees, and in 32 instances select committee 
reports cited the research noted in the case study.

This trend could make it easier for the next committee 
to do its job. Outgoing members expect their successors 
to address ethical concerns in nanotechnology and to 
revisit the changes to science practicals in A levels, as 
well as forensics. But the interests of the next committee 
will depend on its members—and that depends on the 
outcome of the election. Conservative MP and committee 
member Stephen Metcalfe is hoping to win a second term 
on the committee if he is re-elected to parliament. “If 
the chair is available I will consider standing,” he says, 
adding that his tactic for taking on the likes of Walport 
would be to adopt a similar style of debate. “Perhaps we 
need to be a bit more challenging,” he says.
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